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This report presents a summary of a sub - project,, Called "World citizen
respOnsibility", within the larger Project "SoCial developmerleanci'training",
carried out at the'Malmo School of.E:Sucation. The,major objectives of this'
sub- pzoject have been:, (a) To construct, adapt, and test measuring methods:
that increase our ability. to map the social development Of the studenti"With
,regard to, ideas and knowledge about, and attitudes to foreign' peoples arid.
international'relaiions, and that could be used 'in evaluating attempts tai
promote this development. (b) To map by means of such' methods some
features, of age development. (c) To explore selectively different possibil-.
ities for applying educational infc.luence in order to promote understanffing
and a feeling of responsibility for developments in the world community; to

'reduce the inclination for unthinking disparagement of those who are different t
etc. Extensive test batteries have-been cons ucted. The results showed

/in the older students a greater general-rea ess to make, social contacts,
'but at the same time more negative ideas rld stereotypes,. particularly,
concerning certain minority groups and immigrants. Bot1-0eachers and.
students show considerable interest in a ,mor,e "internationalized teaching",
but the teachers pointed out the lack of suitable material: The project tried
to ir1prove this situation, patty by compiling an inventory of. existing
material of potential intereit for teaching for world citizen responsibility,
partly by developing and testing nem/ teaching packagep. One of *se was
intended for grades 37:6 and deals with human rightia,qmade concrete by
reference to the situation of the gipsies. The result of the program tests
undertaken give reasem for optimism. A carefully"44fined'educational
influence instrumentalized in a teaching package of be type that the material
on hunian rights represents can obviously achieve c Oar positive effects.

arlier teaching on' international questions and the a.cher's own interest
in teaching in thiS field were also found to'be of intiArtance for the devel-
opment of positive and tolerant student attitudes.

- ,
Keywords: Social development; attitudes towar reign,groups; international
attitudes; test deyelopment; socio.:educational fluences in school; material.
and-methods sysleins; educational level: grade, '11 -91,

al,
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The name Of the sub-project to be summarized1), here,l'World citizen
responsibility', was intended to mphasize a ettlbal ap4oach to nationalr
and'international problems and a focus on knowledge about the world society
that can be expressed in the term world citizen ,knowledge; It also was
intended to include a hurnanitarian'orientatrion towards the individual
expr'essedin the term common human responsibility. In combining these
two concepts we get the term world citizen responsibility, in which emphasiis

fl;is also placed on readivess to follow up in action the commitment awakened
by knowledge, Values and attitudes. .

Similar lines of'thought are developed in the 1969 curriculum ior the,
comprehensive school (Lgr 69) in Sweden under the heading "The students'
social development": "Th4 feeling young people have of affinity and mutual
responsibility must ... be expanded beycind the immediate' circle of family
relations, peers and school, 'to include larger and larger social groups in
society" (Lgt 69, ps 15).

. .

, The international aspects of the teaching aye emphasizIrld rnore_strongly
the 1969 plan than in previous curricula, The somewhat vague formulation:
e aim of teaching on iiternational questions to lay in the students the.

ations of inte_ national understanding and a will to international coopera-.

tion (p. 48) is clarifiedlatth in the.text ;with the sentence "Equality and
,

solidFity are important objectives on the international level" and by the
stress laced oh "thF growing ands for a solidarity between a11 people,
ir espe' five' of national and racial boundaries": In addition "the per spective°. : , .

1 ' 4

'I

conSta ly being shifted fioni'sthe national to the global plane", arid "one
, I

ould sal e to free oneself from' one-sided national and West European
4 \

:,

erspectivifts!'. - "As examples of questions that should be studied in detail .
\ , i.

an be menti2oRed,the problems of.the developing countries, conflicts and 0
r.,

1 . 0their_causesii he global use of and displisition of our common resources,
' race, pioblemN 0-international cooperation".

., ..The aim. the school's international,education is, as we see it, to '
. .'".

,repaee the st a 'nt for their future role's as world citizen' s in the international
.

society that see
their share

i.:ridecisions that a
;

F .

. l, A) Eva. Almgren and
, summarizing text,

I , other project memoirs (N. -0. Christoffe4sson, B. Yebio and others).
1!

to be inevita,bly on #s way and in which they will have to
\he. responsibility forl the world development and contribute,

great importance tpmanland.
.

Gustafs son have beer;, mainly responsible or this
'ut they hakre utilized 'text contributions from some

I
;

.

401.0
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141111Important steps to be taken in building up as good a foundation for this
.

decision-Making as possible-re to make the students aware of the significance
of basic values and, in the words of the curriculum, to stimulate the students

° 'AC

into "debating and questioning present conditiewis" (p. 14), into being critical
of prejudiced informatiori and stereotypes, into tbeing.,ready to seek facts
and prepared to let new knowledge influerice their attitudes and actions.

The main objectives.of this sub-project have been
To construct, adapt and test measuring methods that increase our
ability tp map the social development of the students with regard to
ideas a.ncf knowledge about and attitudes to foreigri peoples and
international relations, and that could be used in evaluating attempts

(a)

to promote this development.
(b) To map,by means of such measuring methods some features of age

developm'ent and to study certain relations between these variables
and some personality *characteristics.

(c) To explore selectively different possibilities for applying educational
influence in order to promote understanding and a feeling of responsi-
bility for developments in the world community, toreduce the inclina-
tion for unthinking disparagement of those who are different etc.,

1.2 Major phases of work

A fir st survey Of the - various work phases of the sub--project "World citizen
responsibility!' is given in Figure 1. This figure also shows in which original
rep6rts the reader may find more detailed infdrmation about the various
studti'es included.

After the introductory,
-.utilizing S. somewhat differ

concept analysis and goal desdriptions we may
ent and a S,ornewhat more detailed description

. .
than',in the figure' - -speak about three main phases, each including a number

.\.of sun-tasks:
I I

I. Measuring methods have beerdeveleivd, i.e. a series of tests have
been-constructed, modified, and tried out;

Different types of analyses of "prerequisites" have been carried out:
.(1)xplorative goal analy'sesi partly in connection with confererices on
internationalized te-achi9in cooperation with the Swedish UNESCO Councit's
ASPRO.Committee (ASPRO.,= Associated Schools Project,in Education for
InternatiOnal Understanding and d ooper ation);

.$
(2) Student analyses: one basic study mappingthe students' attitudes

, and beliefs on various age.levels and One explorative survey of students'
opinions on "internationalized education ";

00006,
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Figure I., Major phased of work
.(for more data on the reports referred to
see references)

o

°A. Concept analysis.and goal,descripticm
Yebib: Social fostran: Begreppsanalys och rnalsattningsdiskussion

B. Constructi9n and evaluation of test instruments
, Yebio:" Att mgri,"varldsmedborgaransvar": Ett preliminart .

te stbatteri f ' ' .
Iffebio: Att mat "varldsinedborgaransvar": Testbatteri och,

testdata if
.

?-- Almgren: Att `data "varldsMedborgarinstallning": Nagra
kompletterande testdp.ta

1
C. Age development and studies of behavioral relatip_p.ships
Yebio: "Wrldsmedbergara.nsvar": NS.gra drp.g i gatitydutvebk-
lingen under grundskolegren
Supplementary data,in other reports

1

D. Teacher end student opinions on the teaching situation

4 tbland grundskollarare
Hallgren e't al.: Attitydei ihternationa:liser.ad undervisning' /
Wedberg: Attityder till internationerla problem bland hOgstatae- .
elever och ,ymnasister

1

E. Inventorying of teaching aids ,
Chri stoffere son. Gustafsson & sperson: Varid smedborgar
kunskap -.,va:rldsmedborgaransvar

F.Construction of study packages (prototypes)
Almgren et al.: Ett undervisning,smate;ial om de man iga
ralttighetexna med exernplifiering fran zigenarnas sit io*
Almgren, Fi.ostegren-et al.: Calcutta. - asiatisk stor * '
La:rarhandledning, arbetsmaterial o,ch faktabakgrund

ilit

G. Experitnental teaching: Studies, of effects
Almgren & Gustafsson: Fostrantill varldbmedborgaran,svar

4
Products.
. Test instrunients (from phase B)

2. Lists of aids (from phase E)
3. Study pac-kages, prototypes (from phase-F)
4. Research results on /student behaviors and

influence-effect-relationships (from phase's-B-D and O)

06007
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(3) Teacher analysis: a questionnaire, t,17.dy of teacher opinions on these
f

problems; i.
..,

,
(4) Study material analysis: an inventory pf inOtructional,material that

et
could be used in international education.

1r

III. The third phase of the project work has consisted of material construe-
tion and experimental teaching. .
(1) A study material intended for "grades -9 deals withthe pr)oblems of the
underdeveloped countries and consists of the documentary film "Calcutta"'
plus working material. This has been worked out with the help of viewpoints
from a questionnairestudy.
(2) For grade's 3-6 a teaching package has been 'developed on hurnai rights,
with examples taken from the situation of the Gipsies.
(3) This material has been used in an edticatiorral experiment and the effects
have been measured with relevant parts of .the' tek battery mentioned above.
IV. Working on the basis of the results and experiences gained from the
different phases.pf the project and from studies of literature, we have in
conclusion discussed different problems and. made recommendations for
promoting the internationalization of teaching and for further research.

. ,

2. :`DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURING METHODS

Imconnection with the first objective of the project, to construct,adapt and
teat measuring methods, Yebio hasiipi-esented a test battery (1970b) and
associated factor analysis resultk(1970a).. Since. there have earlier been
very few mapping methods wi, in.,;this area adapted to and tested on Swedish
schgol children, this phase of the "York has been in the nature 'of'rnethod

_-

development. The first stage in the investigation was an attempt to define
oroperAtionafty the concept "world citizen responsibility" starting from the

.
formulations in the Sedish cutticulurn. In order to be able to,map the
students' pr' erequIsites as far as attitudes and knowledge are concerned
that the teaching is assumed to create and convey, and in order to be able to
evaluate the effects of such teaching, measuring instruments of varying kinds
(projective and non-brojective)Lhaye then beenworked out. The tests concern

0

'among other things attitudeS towards foreign groups, attitudes towards
international relations and int.wational cooperation from a global perspective,-
and knowledge of other peopleS-and nations and their mutual relations.

The test batter'y, wIch includes trarislations, adaptations and new
constructions, consists of -attitude scale s, knowledge tests and per sonality
tests. The tests were given,to approximar6.17570 students in grades 2, 4, 6,

schools in Malms5. The main pa)r,tt of the data:has been processed

, ( ;1
8 and 9 at two

4



'
by meads of facto

c,battery measures
Choice of Methods

r analyLis order to find out Which major, factors the test
and in that way obtain some guidance for the continued

In most of the factor analyses in this study. the factors fall out in such

ti a

r

a way that they be placed preliminarily in three main categories:
(1) Cognitive factors, (2) Affective factors, (3) Readiness to take action

factors.
The cognitive factor include a knowledge fa'ctor that measures knowl-

edge,of international eve is and ConditiOns, and a cognitive ;evaluative facfor.
-that me'a'sures the images hat the individuals have of the attitude object. A

third factor is defined as intelligence versus prejudiced prsoha4ty.
prejudiced or so-called authoritarian personality is defined by tests measuring
rigidity, authoritariahisrr and dogmatism.

The two affective factors differ in that oneprobably measures a More

stable personality component, since personality tests also have loadings here. '
,P'.

,

There are two behavior-related factors. One measure.s a readiness to la

take action basea.on a feeling of international .solidarity or. common values. .

Thte frame Of refdrence is then not natio9 hs but humanity as a 1.4,hole, ':, la global

perspective". The second factor measures readiness to make Social Ibntact.
ff.

ca t) .The readines or action in this study' vas meas4ed according to .the indi, -4

4o . ...-. ,, I

viduals' verbal xpression of readinesd to take action, e.g. their suggestions

as to contributions they wottld be prepared to make now and in the ,future as

adults, together with the extent to which thOy,Iiiould like to have direct contacts
. ..

with people from other countries.
Two methods of c stiinating test reliability have been used!. The split. -

half coefficients obtained vary from satisfactory to very good 'for most of

the tests. In aadition, -test-retest studies have been carried out on a sample
r

of ,the i'nstr'uments. Te'stit for grades 7-9,were administered with an interval

of three weeks to 230 students in grade,s 7 and 9. The tests for grades 3-6
that were used in an educational experiment' (cf. below)°were admincstered,.
simultaneously .to 300 students in grades 3 and 5. The results show that the
majority of the tests are reliable as group _tests in the grades studied:ft

Yebi,o's sttidy, (197013) includestwd open and projective measuring
4

A

instruments that aim at mapping beliefs, atititudes and knowledge of-inter-
.-

Rational relations and ethnic groups among students in different age groups

in the comprehensive school. The.tests have been used in an attemptto
,

obtain more qualitative and differentiated knowledge about the development

of the students' att4tudes than would perhaps be possible using testy' with
fixed response altetnatives'.,thettests include an a S s o.c ation ite st and a

00009
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esentence-completion te St. The latter existsqn two versions, of which one.

0 for grades-2-4 is somewhat shorter. Ttieetgroups studied are the same as
those includedsin the factor analysis. i

. .

A, classification schedule has been worked out for the-tests. The
attitudes o nhe students towards different ethnic groups were divided into1 . .
thrcie components;, positive, neutral, and negative attitude. Each-comporient
waediyicied into cognitive images, readifiess to take action tendencies, and

t
aff ive reactions'. Other coding categories include knowledge responses
and neutraltral association (non-value.-loaded, answers). - The interceder con-
sigtenc for these tvhi tests varies between 81 and 93%. (For further informa-
tion on these instruments, see Gustafsson &-.Lindholm, 1,974.)

t

3. MAPPING OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT .

An investigation into how knowledge and 4titudes-te.wards foreign peoples
.

and international relations develop during the years spent at the com.pre-
hensive school has been reported by Yebio (1972). The grol,studiea is the

di

same as in the method exploration described above. Anly" sis of variance
technique's have been used to inved.gate grade and sex dideiences and possible
interaction effects in 26 differentattitude and knowledge variables.

The,diffe rent attitude components follow somewhat different patterns
4. f

of development.
. ,, ,

a) In the cognitive-evaluative attitude component, as mpasured by the

b

6

tests. sed here. , a, negative development occurs, i.e. the olde r stUde4ts
,* show more negative ethnic gte.reotypes. One possible explanation'of

this m'ainly negatives trend in the development of this attitude' component
%..._ 0,

is4that it is'linked to an increased conformity to the stereotypes that
C-...0exist in

.
the- community. These stereotypes, which are probably mediated

*

partly through parents and the mass media, .can be expected to be if
T%

tor4porated all the more the older the stildQnts become - a form'Qf
adoption to, the norms and attitudes of the adult world. This trend in
developmenteis most noticeable irrthe attitudes tow'ard ethnic gro'ps

'I

A

that are ranked low. , %
-4 PN

J A e

In the affective attitude componentno clear' trend in development emerges.
,

E. .
In the attitude component which measures general readiness to take , -

, iinternational adtion, no clear trend in development emerges. There is,
;--

. -1..._
however, particularly in the girls, a pe(Sitive trehd in development in

,;,4 .. - .

the attitude towards the'UN.ted Nations arid towards world citizenship.'
4. .

In the attitude component that refers to readiness to make social contact...

. .

(as measured by the, tests in clue kion) thete is positive trend in devel-
I

OpMent ) i.e.` the older the students become; the greater their inclifiation

. 00010 . 4
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to make social contact. This trend ,fs most marked in the attitudes
towards ethnic groups that are ranked high.

ti

As is only to be expected:; the students' knowled.e increases significantly
ad.ihey get older. There are significant differences here between the sexes in
all, grades. The boys are better informed about international conditions and
currtnt events than the girls.

The giilsiShow More positive attitudes towards forein peoples and
international relaltions than the boys. The probability of finding sex differ-.

ences is greater the older the students are.
The ethnic groups that we have investigated attitudes towards have been

ranked as far as attitude is concerned as follows: Swedes, Americans, Danes
Finns, Congolese, Russians, Chinese, Jugoslavians, Gipsies., flits ranking
agrees well with the results from another Swedish study (Rev'stedt,, 1968).

A supplementary study of age development and of sex differences Nt/ith
regard to attitudes towards and knowledge of different ethnic groups in the
same group of students that was investigated by Yebio has been carried out
on the basis of an analysis of the projective tests described above (Gustafsson,

& Lindholm, ,1`974,
The "image." that the pupils have of different ethnic groups varies with'.

regard to the number of stated positive,. negative and neutral answers,.-about
he--respective ethnic groupst.In this for example, "Swedes" arc given'the

highe st, number of, 10 sitively4evilluating, responses. This type of etiniotentrism,
decreases in the higher grades, but is still relatively high in grade 9.
"Congolese" and "Chinese"'receive the lowest number of positive

.
\:

Negative attitudes arc most common towarci-s "Jugoslavians" and
prejuclic'es are expressed yery rarely by the student that

studied while negative
in Sweden are common.
study.

sta. Eititipp srit

s":
we have

attitudes towards e.g. minority groups and inifnigrants
- iko clear sex Afferences were found in this special

SOME ANALYSES OF PREREQUISITES FOR EXPERIlvECNTAL

OTEACHING

I
Student an ysis: Attitudes towards internationalized teaching

.1n connection with a g.ampaigir organized by SEGO (Swedish Union of S e'ccNia'-'

ary School Students) for. more Telling about ihte`rnatiOnal problems, an
explorative questionriaire study.was Made among stpdehts inoa. Malmo
on grades 7, 3 and 9 4nd in two grades of the gymnasium. About 580 students

participated' in the study. .

ooOn.

4
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The maim purpose of.4te study was tot-nap the student
arxd-opiniens on teaching a.bqut international problems. The
contained open questions where tll.c students could motivate
questions with fied alterArves.

lA very larg i'gr-iup ofe students proved to be interested in teaching about

.p

. -

s' attitudes towards
questiortRaire also
their 'answcr,s to

'international problonasitncliafn even larger grow stresSecr the importance of,( ,
4k, such teaching., yllhat them dc2 the students under stand by. international problems?

;

-

\

The, younger ones speak of.hunger, suffering; the unfair diyision resources,
ti

war, and racial cenflil'ts. The older students largely mention the sra
,- ,. .

.....

. problems,' but.expre-3s them to a greater extent in political terms. As might,
be expected, the' proportion a students w,fic are, interested is larger in the

. -
gymnasium than- ingtaht 7-9; but the interest exists as' far down as grade 7,

sand a trenClf, f increasing irrtiereSt up to the first class of the gymnasium Call,I
he noted. In grade 7 the students are fairly contented -witch the pre stint extent ,

of the teaching on intertuAion'al qUesticins, :rill& the students in'grades 18 and 9
. /and in particular the students in the gymnasium would like more -te,o.ching on

i%, , . v'

these problems. - . .
o

.
,\

,
,

,P .

Since the data were collected at one school *mrnediately afte-r a campaign,.
,

the results cannot be irnmediatelygencralizeils, bu an ample'selection of the , -,c.

student's,' answers to the open que,stions,.for example, were included in the
report cWedberg, 1972) as material for di,s,eussion. The report discusses

r.1 .

an-19,pg other things which advantages Ind risks teaching a.bott hurnAn suffering
. .

.
,

and threatening catastrpphes can have for. attitude s, commitment and /the
.-

desire to seek further information.

4.2 Teacher analysi.s: Attitudes towards' internationalized

41

0. < .

During the autumn 16f 1969 a questionnaire study was carried out, partly in
'order to Map teaChicrs' in terest irr and attitudest towards teaching, about in.ter-. ,, (..

inter -
nat3.onal problems. They teachers naturally h6.v.e. a key position in'infLucncing

1 h
the atti udes and knowledge of the students' in the ,direction faiid do,vn in the

. 4.

curricta .. Approxiynately 4.75 teracheri fromdifferent school's and scioo1
levels in Malmo participatecl- in^the study..The. re sultsoof the'invesagatiOn

.
(1-6.11gren et al., 1972) show that the majority of leachers (approx. 85%) : _

. -,...<

consider` teaching about international problenis tO-be as 'important or More. - '

important than teaching about ".nything else: 70% of the. teachers also claim
ct obe "lather?' or "very" interested in teaching aboilit international pr,,bblems - `)

.). A
d

. themselves. The
,

interest armg the stadents ,)vas also judged:by the teacars ..

\to be."rather" or "very" great. The majority of the teachers are of the **pinion
that (teaching on internation.ak,questions should be included ';to rather a large

A : 00012
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'extent" in the teaching and that the extent of the teaching sh'ould increase the
older the students get. Despite this about half the teachers consider that inter,
national problems wete rarely treated in their own teaching or in the teaching
in the Swedish comprehensiv0 school at the time of the study.

4

Among the motive's' flir_4; more intePriationAki_zegl-e4lucation the teachers
t .

tnentioned i creased globIl irer-depOidence and tlie problem of human sur-*
:It appears as if m 't-achers think that the goal.of the school's

fteaching on internationar'problems should be to create ix the students an emo-
. commitmentbased on inf2ormation, to improve 'their abilities in critical.

thinking 'an.d,,to increase their motivation for seeking information independently.
The view --------------- 1 should directly train' th'estudent' readiness tatake

-action is held by only about 25 % of the teachers. The results of the study
show that the teachers find it difficult to state<co'ncrete goal behaviors. - The
international problems that were considered the 'most important to take up

in theteaching lx,e,re the problems of the underdeveloped countries, prejudices
an d discrimination. -

The differenCe between on the one hand the interest and commitment of .

e

,, "Objective".

tthe teachers and on the other' the actual situation at the same period of time
can probably be explained by obstacles p4rceived. Thebteachers state that
the greatest'difficultio s in international education are a lack of traiti`ing and
a lack of suitable textbooks and teaching aids., Almost two-thills,of the
teac4ers want a chnrige in,the basic teacher training to allow more time for.
international etincation, while only about a hall of them are 'of the opinion that
they 'need further training. The results oLthis study agiee well with what
emerged in teaeher.intersvievis mlivile in 19747,2,

4. 3 Teaciiing aids analysis: Inventorying
,

An inventory was made of teaching aids In education-for "world-citizen re-
. ,

sponsibility" suitable for use in the different levels of the compi-ehensive
Jschoiil, since it was thought that this kind ofinventory-of material could

d . ,

(1') make it easier toaistss to what extent newly-constructed material iS)
needed and (2) be of use for e.g. teacher's, members of subject cenfer encf

es
-."--

and teaching aids ,constructors, who want to localize .quitcily different types.
of existent material..

One aim was to list above. all Material oriented towards the most urgent
of the problems' that are common to all mankind. We tried to 'Make the

,t selection as cornkehensive as possible; so thiliwould reflect different
values arid outlooks._ On the other hand we did not consider it desirable- Or
even possible to demand t12.at each individual piece of material.,should be

.

00013.
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_
The criticism against textbooks -and teaching aids for international

education has been and is still of two Main types: that thermatertal is in-
.

sufficient and that it is often ethnocentric. It is an important task to-produce
..)
.material that is more balanced in this respect.

The bibliography includes books. (both fact and fiction), films, sound -'film-strips,. magazine s, broschure s, posters,, wall c4rts etc. On ny

occasions the most effective information can be given directly by people; for&
this reason the list'alsitcludes the..addresses of organi' zatkOns and institu-
tions that can in various ways proVide help with:.e.g.A.ecturers, study visits
or some other form of direct Contact.

We 'considered that the most important part of the list /was' perhaps the
fiction section. It is as a rule easier to obtain frodl catalogues, professional
journals and similar sources suitable specialist literature than it is toind
fiction-that can be used. Teaching that to a considers e ,extent aims at
creating attitudes should, however, find great use for material that helps
the students to experience the problerrfs vicariously.

One general observation we made that far too little material exists
for grades 1-3. One exception is material of the type "children-in other
countrie's", which is usually aimed at children in grades 1,6. One can well.
ask, however, whether this material is not all too like I.,;zurist broschures

, .... .
for children. Thus it appears

J
that.if one wishes to give education fOr "world

citizen responsibility" in the lowest grades, more realistic Mkterial must be
, - r'' ,produced. The supply is somewhat more ample for grades 4-6. The situation

I

seems in
.,

general more satisiactoryfor the upper level of the c omprehe/3.sivt'e
n rschool - bid there is evertheless scope fo numerous new contributions ande. .L ,-

. .
-efforts./ r

, .. , .

m...At all school levels" ore material is needed on th differences betweed.
. 41 ,, _ .

. rich and poor countries, theories about conflict., aggre ssivenetd,A violence
and non-violence andthe like... - What is'clearly inadequate as the sepply of
instru6tion5.1 material dealingde a l i ng with

pk

r
o
blem s' off

c. omf

m n ication. I tll's cate .
e 1°gory we include'e.g. teaching and educa# tion, propaganda, use and abuse of

the Mass xnedj.a.
. Nor is-the material:connected with economic world problems

.,particularly abundant. Considering how controversial these problems are and/
chow difficultit uncl-otibtedly ih to write abo'dt

,

them in a way, that is cornpre-
.

hensilde for even the upper level. of the comprehensive school, the lack of
Material is avderstandable:,13ut son measures should perhaps nevertheless
betaken.

the disposition of the tnaterial: The syitem by which material .is to be
classified can always be discussed. In this case vie let each section of our

C. .
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inventory deal 'with on or a'-few central 'problems. Examples of headings:
1. International .co peratign and international., Organizations

, .
2. Problems'in intergroup relationships ' '

3.. International dorgiiCts, violence and non-violence
ik

4.'(., Social influence, mass media, 5.nd critical- thinking
. -5.- Social, etonomic,and'political development

. .. ,-

-----4- Living Conditions and ways of life in other- countries 4
1 ':'7, " General human development

8. Methods for' education for world citizen knowledge and World citizen
responsibility-

.

Research into education for world citizen knowledge and world citizen
responsibility; ,

,The first seven of `these main headings' have four sub-sections, I.

i

'(a) Reading for information, (b) Reading fOr. vicarious experience, (c) Audio-
s,

visual aids, (d) Literature for the teaher., Sections a-c are in their turn
divided into approximate schoonevel,s. '

The inventory was revised a number of times, so as, to include newly
published material. The latest version was published inthe beok "serids

"Pedagogisk erientering ochPdebatt" with tie title -"Varldsrhedborgaricunskap
- viirldsmedbOrgatansvar,. ,En preliniinar Itente,ring av lgromedel ft:5r grund-f.1

skolant /World citizenknowledge` - world citizen resportsibility., A prelim.
inary bibliography teaching aids for the. COmprehensive school./ (Christof

tp.

fer s son, Gustaf's s on & sper ; 197g).

t4.4 Conferences

When %till project "Social development and training" was 'started; experimental
activity with internationalized education had been underwayin a number of e

f t

countries ever since the end of the Second World War. In' 1453 the A:ssociated'.
------ --)

, f-..'

.
tZ

Schools Project in Education for International Understanding 'and Co-operaticfn
,,,,J(ASPRO) was started, when UNESCO tried to realize in the school the ideas of

international

understanding and. international cooperation. ,
. .-

'. During the'entire period of the project, thisub-project'has cooperated
,

with the Swedish UNESCO Council's ASPRO Committee. Apart from the fact
. /

ghat Members from our project have particip teiin regular meetings, the
. -

Cooperation has resulted in three working coz ferences on the itliternational-'s '. . :ization of tegching. At these conference's, teachers, student techers, students,
; .. .school consultantto,- directors of education, producers of instructional ma-

-,"
i

,:...' , t ,t
terial and others,', have participated and givenligeir viewstI goals, teaching(N

I

4' 4

methods and wants for, the future.
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The theme of the first conference was: "Teaching for international
understanding: Analysis of goals and methods". At the second confe:.- nee

/4the questions wev41scton ded to cover the internationalization of soc'ety as
a whole and repxese.ntatives of the Swedish Radio Corporation, the Swedish

,

Labor Market Board and adult ed'ucation also took part in the discussion
and penetrated current problems under the theme: "The internitionali ation
of teaching: .Goal, Models arid coordination":

Prior to cochconference working documents were drawn up' nd. sent
1

Out to be used as a basis for discussions and ancilyses. These me ()rand?.
. 4

have been published together with summaries of le(itures, pane discussions,
presentation' of material and group di scns sions intirepott s ries of the
Department of Educationifl and Psycholodeal Researth (Bje stcdt & Rodhe,

-1969; Rodhe, 1971). These reports not only present opini- is and ^activities
from the working conferences but are also veports'of thy' current situation,
showing how far the internationalization of teaching had' progressed in Sweden.,

4At the 1971 ASPRO conference we found that attention needs to be drawn both
to the motives fox the internationalization and to the goals formulated in the
curriculum. A more penetrating goal analysis is needed, since the agreement
around "vague and pOsitive generalities" ,often changes into disagreement
,wheii it; come s to "concrete goal behaviors". It was established .that interna-
tionalized teachihg does not only'involve the school but the rest of society
too, as Sweden to an increasing extent becomes a multi-cultural society with

A

growing communications and' imrnigr ation.
A concluding impression from the two conferences just mentioned`was

that the prerequisites for the internationalization of teaching have improved
as far as resources and external requirements are concerned, but that alot
is still left to be .desired Viith regard to ba.iic teachei training and in-service
training, instructional materials,!and cobr nation df the efforts to improve
and extend. international education.

A third conferenCe, dealing especially with the situation of immigrant'
children in schools, has been described in.`'Rodhe & Bergman. (1974).

5. MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION '

5.1 "The Calcutta ma,terial" .
'Louis Malle's documentary film cutta" was shown at the first ASPRO
conference in BAstad in 1969 as an example of a potential teaching aid in ,
education for international understanding. TfioSe attending the conference .

disagreed about how far the film could be used in a school contekt, and an

00016
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educational evaluation of the film's
abouta year later, it was reported
in aboue200 upper. schools,and that

effect via. requested. At-the next conference,
that the film had been distributed to students.
the teaeherS interviewed had been predom-,

inaptly positive in' their opinionsk but had depnecated the' lack of any form of
supplementary working material.

In'order to obtain a more concrete grasp of how teachers and students
would like the film and the related'study material to be, the project carried

. out an ,explorative studyin cooperationwith the Group for-Documentary School
Films and the Swedish Inter.nationalDevelopmerA Agency. TWeitudy was

.

intended t give preliminary answers to the, following questions:
a) . For which-s chool levels is the filai Suitable'?
b) Whidh parts are felt by the teachers and students t4? be the Most

ifripor taut ?

) viawhich parts are considered less importapt; uninteresting or frightening?
:

.d) 4 What dip the teachers and students want the study material to be 'like?
What would they like to diScuss in more detail? Ori what points do they
need. more facts?

e) What effect could'the film be expected to have
to take 'LGtion 7 .

The study was conducted in the spring. of L971
the first grade of. the Swedish gymnasium and about
teachers saw the film and answered a questionnaire

The,re sults ?how that almost all the teacherstitnd, students consider that
the film is in principle suitable_ as an introduction to teaching .about the pro-
blems of the under-developed countries at school levels as fad down as the
intermediate level of the comprehensive school. This would require, .however,.
that the film be cut down to about half the length for the lower school levels. .

,An. experiment in grade 4 showed that 10 -:year -olds can see the fijrnwith
appreciatiOn and without ,beingfright ned,. 16

V.

The scenes that are most-of assessed as being the most important
are those that show the social situation of the people, such as the home for
old people and the slums. The subjects mentioned as- suitable for discussion

. .

in the study rnateria.1,,are.,Over-population, working conditions, social conditions
andfan analysis of the causes behind the poverty and problems in Calcutta.
The respondents prefer that a major, part of the work is 'done in small groups,

4"

on attitudes and readiness-.

. About 500 students from
59 teachers and student

and they want access to a. comprehensive fa'ctual background associated with
the_ theme a the film.

About one =third of 'the students both 'with and without previous interest
.,

-in the under-developed countries, answered that their, interest had increased
.

.
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after seeing t e film. Those who saw the fi
it the oecond t me. A risk of "paralysis of 'a

lm twice were more positive to
lion" was,only reported by a
mentary material should befew iegchers, .nd they considered that supple

r
able,to counteract this possible,tendency.

On the ba is of the viewpOints put forward
original 90 minutes of the film were cut down 'to
same time re-edited so that the scenes illustrain

, e.g. working life, were brought'together. Extract
. .

were reproduced in a'

in the. explorative study, the
about 40 nutes and,at the
g a particular problem area,
4frem the text of the film

erited by Comments, that
about the different
ion, a teacher group
itten a teacher's

"booklet of factd" and supplem
associate directlyto Ansi give background information
problem areas illdstrated.bythe film scenes. Iii addit
has, with the help of the viewpointsfrom the study, wr
handbocik and a student booklet.

e teacher's handbook deqcribes the goals and ar
area, 'together with smggeOtions as to how the -basic cours

ksupplementary.:course shOuld be conducted:,
,

student booliet contains a short introduction to th
1#.0u1 r4

tas

Vindu try, 2) the problem of.overpopulation - urbanization, 3) the
of big cities, 4) the political situation, 5) the role of religion, 6)
inheritance. - The assignments for group- ork within each proble
concentrated on questions puch as: Why a e the conditions like this.

angement of the work
and the extra

0

e filmard information
city of Calcutta, 'questions to think,about while the.f
jet- both basic and extra cdur ses.
study areas in the extra course deal with: 1) ertploym

ilm isbeing shown,

ent, trade and
problem s
the imperial
m area are
? What do

these conditioris lead to? How can the problems be 'solved? When the
groups are to accounts of what they have dezie, it is'suggested. th

student ' ,

at this
should be part y in 'the foryn. of panel discussions, in which the facts to

\the groups and their opinions on. them are presented, and partl through
and by

dramatization, in which the students try to identify-themselves with diffe
:people in the film and emotionally aware.of and express how the proble

rent
M S

can be experienced by an Indian. he material is mainly aimed at the uppe
grades of the comprehensive school. '(For more detailed infor'mation, see
Alingren, Frostegren, Herner .& Ro'dhe, 1973.)

5.2 Teaching material on human rights with examples taken fr'omthe

1.
situation of the Gipsies

7When preparing a teaching package on human rights, we took the Sv/edish
f.

curriculum of 1969 as our starting paint, together with the projer s student
it

survey, our, inventory of instructional materials, recommendations from
00018 fr



.1conferences, and some'prelim +ry
.,

School level

periments.
i

International education should, start very early and cannot. be confined to a
particular school level. "Attitudes toldards the world around them are
developed early in children, and in the very first years at school the teaching
should associate to international phdrionieria." (Curr. 1969, p.,48). We chose
to prepare study material that 'could ripe used to develop taleriantattitucles.
towards different ethnic gfoups and world-citizen responsibility ix' both the

',lowr and intermediate levels of the comprehensive school.
,Subject area and general goals

According to the Swedish curricullim, the teaching should be based on he
students' own observations and experiences. One form of internationalization
that more and more children have experience of is ,contact, with people Nirlio
have emigrated to 'Swedenirom. other countries.. There is a tendency to -.;

J

despise thessepedple and otter ethnic minority groups such as the Gipsies,
This seem's not to correspond to the sentence in the curriculum that speaks
of a solidarity, between all people, irrespective of natidnality and race,.

Yebio's student study, (1972) shows thae the attitudes of the students
. -

`.1

towards other ethic groups tend to a certain extent to be piilarrzed. The,Students'
. , ;t. k

12:,

readiness to makeclal contact with groups theytrank highly increased the --

older they get, while at the same time their image about the groups ranked .

lowest appear to be! come increasingly negative. When,trying to apply educational
influence, therefoxe, it caikbe appropriate to concentrate .on creating under-....
standing for the least liked groups. We have, chosen the Gipsies as . an example

. 44. ,
of an ethnic group that is often discriminateclea.gainst and dis,liked d that

..,, ,,
most of the c.hildron,r-according for Yehio's study, also rank low,-_ .

'The aim iSVIOuSe commitment by giving tile students detailed knowl-
, e,

_,' 4
.

I, edge about a small group of people. with a Gipsy background and the chance of
_.. ,

identifying, with them. In this way iff; 'Should be easier for thestudenti to see
through prejudices; generalizations a'nd tendencies tostiscrimination and make

. .

them less prone to' judge before knowing the factual background. If one can
i

treat those in the immediate surroundings who are different as fello.v htimans,
there is more reason to hope that one can give all people an equal value' and '''
rights on a global level. If one; can in one's own surroundings-see'the positive

, 1 . e ,
side of contact with different Oultures, there should be a higher degree of

.
1probability that one is also prepared to accept different foreign cultures.and

1
.

n iotjudge eve'rything lylVest' rn standards.
,

individualThe study of in caseth close at hand makes the international edu-
.; ..

cation more concrete. In order to be able to show, that they also apply on a

0001.9"
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wider global plane, a few extracts from the United Nations' declaration of
human rights are taken up, and the students are encouraged to discuss what
values and considerations can lie behind different actions, ana tlib difficulties
that can arise when different cultures meet.

ore-speei-fic-elfects desired
The aim of this material ik in general to contribute to the social maturity of

/-the students and to their feeling of international reiponSibility, that is, we
want ,to promote evaluations of equality and solidarity - proneness, also with,
resp. eet to groups that are ,distant or different from the individual.

Some of the effects we wish to' achieve are described below. However,
we consider that there iS little point in stating exactly whatverbal reactions
we want to be able to observe in the students a couple of days after the.
teaching period has come to an end. T

I

looked upon as a contribution .to a cum
receptiveness for Similar influence ha
sensitivity to these problems can have

his kind of, study material must be
ulative process, in which hopefully the
s increased. A greater interest in and
been aroused, which will manifest

itself much later without em s material being remembered in any detail.
, The kinds of goals we are trying to contribute to with this teaching

package are:
o Knowledge of common human needs and of the fact that these 'needs

can be satisfied in different ways in different cultures,
o' acquaintance with a sample of the points in the U. N. Declaration of

human rights and examples of different violations of this Declaiation.s.
o knowledge of how prejudices and stereotyped generalizations can arise,

knowledge of the background conditions that help, to#explain they situation
of the Gipsies today,

6 awareness of the positive aspects of a multi-cultural society,
o ability to take a critical look at our society and Our customs, to

odunteract ethnocehtrism.
o Sense of justice and the feeling that all people are basically equal,
o a differentiated view of .fellow beings, so that negative. actions can be

condemned without condeMning the person arid the 'group'he belongs to,
o an.increase in the e-student ability to understand the living conditions of

Other ethnic grOups (by meansof identifiCation with,a child frcina a, '

Gipsy enVironment), ,

o a change from stereotyped _negative attitudes to Gipsies towardS a more
differentiated, 'unprejudiced attitude,

)

o ,
i

a..,change from stereotyped negative attitudes to other ethnic groups
towards a more differentiated, unprejudiced attitude.

.. 4 ',,, ,

o Greater readiness to ko against stereotype's, discritninating tendencies'. .
? etc.., , . .

o , readiness to ask for reasons fat different phenomena and to seek facts,
-o" 1 a positive interest in what is different,

o ' readiness to follow up by action increased knowledge and positive
attitudes towards persecuted or discriminated people and groups.

00020
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Choice of media/method
When we were choosing the teaching methods, we found ourselves in a 8.ilem,A.

. 0 . .. .
ma. On the one hand we Wished to produce material that could be used in as ':'`.1
many different classes as poS'Sible, irrespective I. the teacher ' s.intere st and'

. . ,

previous knowledge. On the other and we did notWant it to become impersoriaV
AA,since human Contact and th exchange of ideas in group discussions are known to

t . .

be go d Methods of influent ng attitude,s. t . . -
;?1,

The efore we decided tb choose a basic material in which certain irn-
1.,.. . ,

portant- facts and viewpoints'Were put forward and which could then be supple'-
' .

. e .

mented with discussion points where the teacher could, with the help. of a 4

special handbook, give the stilents further information and new aspects on the
,

Problems. The teachdr's ha book was at the, same tirrie intended to be used
, i.10

as material for in-service tr ining.
believIltd that sound film-strips could both convey facts and awaken

1
interest and serve as starting-points for discussions. In addition to intellec-
ttially stimulating material that contributes to increased kno edge.and discus:-
sions about how to critically examine
pobably a need for material that can
with other people's living conditions:

and evalUate lac and values, there is
t liprovide possi titles for identificaAion

Reading aloud from childre,n'gniterature specially chosen for the purpbse
,

can be a.la effective method of giving,the children** idea ,Of how people live in .

another cultural environment. Empathy exercises in the form of role-pliaying
can increase their awareness of how it-can feel to belong to a rejected`minority_
group. .. The set cif teaching material was intended to be a combination of receptive
elements (listehing to a book being r ead alotid, 'morning assemblies, and
seeing and listening ito sound ,film - strips) and active elements ,(discussing what
one has seen and heard, participating in an empathy exercise and conducting
an interview drawing and singing songs).

Content
We went through a Large number of instructional material and selected a
few that it would be poisible to use for our purposes as components in a set..
The final basic material contain's among Other things two sound film-strips:
(]) "Is it fair?", which deals with violations of the U. N.'s Declaration'of
Human Rights, and (2) "The Gipsies and *Us", which provides a historidal-
economic background to the situation of the Gipsies,today. In addition, the
bo-ok "Katitzi. by Ica.tarina Taikoni(herself a Gipsy) and "Valentino's Letter",
which is an empathy exercisein which the children are to pretend that they
are Valentino. Music, songs, and drawing were also included. Starting from
the goal. analysis and an analysis of the, material mentioned above, we tried
to find tlut which points it was important to emphasize or explain further and
8.that was lacking and therefore needed to be added.in suggestions for diigussion.

'00021.
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, ..,.& < ., ...4, .
Withthe'lielPhof teach-sfrorri the restie,ctbreischool, levels, the sound_filrn-

..
with. . 1 «* %

Pet
strips were re-edited texts ,simPlifie,de The teacher's hp.ndbook

. ,i5, .'.'' -.1. ,-

dikussioit points,1 which rea rred bb.cfc. tolhbliilm-strips and the book, was
. , , ,.-,,,,;7;,- , t ,

written out indetail, %rid the sequenCe,'of the Igs sons was decided.
'''

. °;Intl' ocluction witakdi scus sion 'about common human needs4..
1

.2. Sound 'filirkrstipI: ' Is it fair ?.'' ,. . . -

3. , Reading aloud 'from the book "1".titzi",o`first half .

I ,_, 4.. - Sound filrristril: 11The Gipsi s' arid Us",
.

. -4 ..k...
0 -5;-' .1,, Reading aloud tfitti m the ,12?<ok atiezi", ..slionil half .

'7. ' ,..`,:tripathy eicerciis and intel-kri ,,"Valentino's Letter"
. 7.-' ... '.1Viisic ancl;,--song vith int... .,,,,_ tional cciNiterft, .. .

'f'.-8 .'Drawing lets son16th international content' .
c,,,.. -'tri'yo,morrling as.semblies at Opticinalpoints . .

.,tt,-
. ,

_
. .

F furtherlinfOrnation about the .fofm of. the teacher's handboo etc e seas
Almgren et a1. , I9727-a

r.

.. .

. 6. : EXPERIMEN'ililielTEA ING. ' ,.
,. e , }air ,,

/0
In this section $ve shall describe the' experimerktal teaching on human rights

c-t . ,

--, thatirvas started as part of this7project'in the autimin of 1971. ,.
..,

4' ',ProbleMs , : ..1..."
.,,

. '-. .

The_ ,° I , .
he main questions ;ill his. study re: .. ..

...,,z-c&

w;
i .t

o
o

1. What attit ud s do we find a brig Swedish children of gra.des 3 and 5i:z
,

;-- ,to.warcl foreign group rand international relations? Are there; independent of
,,, ,..,.- , ,. groups ,the experiment,- difijxences in a.tqtt.idesto foreign groups related to background2,6

--fa'Ctors?

2. Are 'direct. ontacts witItchildreri from ether countries of importanc,e
t ., .,... ,

for the development the 'attitudes of the Swedish children in theseirades?
. .

For example: Does t e experience of immigrant classMates influence the see
attitudes?

3. Does the specific teaching introduced influence the children's attitudes
t A

toward Gipsies anither foreign groups,? :Is
teaching package ofthe,kind described above
a positive direction? Does this.teaLing lead

it possible, by means of a'
, to influence student attitudes' in
to differential effects depepding

on th:e. grade; sex or social background?
.

4. Is a combination of teaching and direct Contacts.of special importance,
that:is, do,we get id
Children?

erent effects in classes with and without immigrant

.

5. To what extent is the teacher's specific contributions of importance?
Arethere differenees in attitudes related to'w(a) the teacher's earlier teaching

00022' .
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in the class 'about international issues, (b) the teacher's personal interest'
. .

in internationalized teaching?
1 4

6. How do Students andteachers evaluate the teae4iifig..Rackage,? To what .
. . *

extent do we get data showing how the teaching set night be improved?
ie f *. .
.6,2 Deslam and evaluation instruments , .

--'4

All the classes in grades 3 and 5 in the city of Malmo were divided into tw o
4 .1 r . 7.

groups, depending on whether there wereimm igtant children in the class or
a ,

not. On each school level eight classes wereichosen at random front the group
,e.8 :4% ,l..1

with immigrant children.Snd eight class ..from the group without immigran t'
children. Half of these classes became eiriine;t classes (E) and were

. ,

r ' ,,,tgi.en the teaching material to work with, -mie oth'e half served as control
classes (C). Half of ea.ch.type of experiment or co trol Class was given both
pre -tescs and post-tests, the other half,only post-te4s.'The design ig
presented in the table below:,

.

,

.

s iControl groups
with ithout
immig. iilimig. .

with /
imm(g.

without
immig.

with pre-test
ithout pre -test

2E1
2E1

2E2
2E2 .

2C1

2C1

2C2..

2C2

,

... 4E1 4E2 4C1 4Ca s

NigIn this study, which was carried out during 1971,-72, 777 Swedish students
ilk...N.. axtd 58 immigrant students took part:>.:

k,
.. 1

.- .
>

-v

\./

, The teachers who were to use the prepared material ins-their classes
were given information and the opportunity of, putting questions at prepar-
story 'Meeting. On that occasion the general objectives were stressed: (a) to
train the students to examine critically prejudice s,against Gipsies and other
minority groups with the help of facts about background conditions, and knova-

? . edge of common human needs; (b) to let therh'experience emoti,onally what
.t can be like to belong to a rejected minority group; '.(c) to let therri discuss,,
together with the, teacher, evaluations and ways of approaching different people
and cultural maniteStations.° -. 7

In oraer to evaluate the effects of the teaching and to.obtain data related
'to the other questions a iiattery of tests was compiled. Froin Yebios test
:battery (1970b) were ch&ien tests that measure attitudes towards qipsies and'
other ethnic groups and international 'opinions in general (in order to investi:
gate possible transfer effects). Sofne tests were revised or simplified so that
they.could be used in grades 1-3..cSee also Almgren, 1913.) In addition to
these tests, the

in
includes spciometric tests., knowledge tests and a

questionnaire in which the students are,g),en the opp9itunity of asSessing the
- material. The measuring instruments are, largely the same for grades 3 and 5,

but the test battery is sthnewhit more comprehensive fqr grade 5.
. ... ,

.. d ,* tt.
t t, 1. \ 0 . I

A
j...A

f * 60023;1
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6.3. Examples of re sults

Detailed answers to the questions asked above are presintreA in).the.rnain report ''
''',i' 7, .' . .

.. ,

on this study;.(Zilingron & Gustafsson, 1973). licte we will Only bvo.a few .
,f.. i..

.
example s: : . ,

1'. Ethnocentrism and negative attitudes toward othei' othnicLgotips are -i
common in grades 3 and 5, Prejudices are primarily foun;t1 in relation to

minority groups arfdminigrants in Sweden, while racial prejudices are very
f .

... rare. - The girls displayed more positive attitudes to frorei.gn groups than the
boys (readiness for social contact and affective attitude).

2. Contacts with children from otherc-c-ountries were found to have good
effects on the children' attitude.

7 .

.
3. The speteific teaching introduced had clear positive effects on the

students' attitudes. The differences between the experimental group and thg
...

control group areohighly sighificant for those tests that measure attitudes
,k. ,s

toward Gipsiosi(rPadiriess for social contact, affective.reactions, and cognitive
' 'I.'t, . .

.aspects).' The attittidc'itowards Gipsies often changed from negative to positive
. . .

in the. experimental group. Also when as tests measure attitudes towards'.
1,

, ' 0
a ' O..

eherethnic groups, where the influe ce as been mil indirect and less
,

extensive,.' tile, expeimenta1 group di s significant morepositive reactions" .
..,

than the control group. This is true alsofor attitudestowards the United Nations,
-

internationaLrelatitins and readiness totake action. - The influence effects`
seem to be someWhat greater in grade 5 than in grade 3 and among children

O b
b .. from loweis,socio-ocOnorn dicbackgrouns than among those fiorn higher socio-

economic baokgroundg.. J ...
i #

.

1

,_ 11,'

4. A combination of teaching and direct contacts between'Swedish children
and immigrant children 6e-erti-6. have especially good effects. The effects .of

_the___educationaLinfLuen_c_e_aremos_t__c_oaspi_cuous in s_with_inimidy ant

children. ,
...

,
5. Earlier teaching about internationalissties seem to be a factor of

. V7.. , .

cireait importance for the children:As .1a/hides...The conceptionsabout foreign7, ,
. .

andgroups and about United NationS are, more positive, the students display., (,-
more world citizen responsibility, if they have had such earlier teaching. -

. . ,
The' teacher' s'personal interest in teaching about.inter4ational is sue

-s as
.-assessed through interviews),has a direct relationship to the students' . .

tattitudes. The more interestecrthe teachel.s are in internationalized teaching,
. .

the less-prejudiced and the more world-minded attitudes do we find among
thestudents: !

, 6. The students' evaluation of the teaching material is pre - dominantly
positive. The teachers ,stre?sed that the,Student,motivation was high or very

00024
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4
high during,.the experimental teaching period. Even though the

4
teaching package

according to test resuLts,and teacher opinions had positive effects on the
students' attitudes and motivation, certain parts of the material is in need
of some improveinent. The CoViments of the-teachers could be used in such
further editorial work. ',

,t ..
In summary, the results o s study gib us reason g stress two main.

. .
facts: (a) ethnocentriosm and?re)juTced are 'common i e a . a ranges .studied;
(b) attempts to counteract nor -dc sirrable attitudePand nions Witkspecified'

-1* :
k

educational inauence have a go 4, chance. of success.
, . ? ';

I; ,. j.

6.4 Teacher opinions s , , .'
- %

After the teaching experiment described above, the parti.cipatint teacher;.2
were interview,ecf.1 Here are a few examples of the- teachers' opinins:

.

i

1. Attitudes towards the experiti-nent. The triajcirity_ofthejeachers felt
t rthe experiment to be positive or very positive. No.teachehas been clearly
negative. The teachers also state that apart froma few single' points in the

.) program,. the students have reacted very positively to the material.
'2. 0.2iniCins of the material. the material ndeds partly to be revised'.

so that optimal use can `be made of "t in th4 tpaching. It is mainly the film-
, strips that are critiOdzed, but' the 4inions vary. Several of the teachers.

considered that the -film- strips wet too long or too difficult, while others
reported positiveresults. All the 4achers were very positiveto the, reading
items and to one of the music tapes ("Stretch.out your hand"). The,rble- 7
2layiu and discussions produced different reactions,, In several classes the
teachers found these methods to be very positive, while other teachers
considered that tiiey- were too difficult to use. The most' important criticism
of the content of the material ittas that it dealt far too little with the imrn'igrant
problem. Some teachers- explicitly took up other groups a(well as Gipkes,
while others did not. Probably further material would be desIt-able to increase
the attitude influence that applies to other groups. Continued testing of the
material by means of e..

7,
s. classroom observations, ,teacher and student

interviews would be of value. , 7 I i
1

I 3.' itfluence on attitudes frQrn outs\ ide the school. Several teachers dup-
pose that the children's prejudices originate inainly.from their parents and

,
that the prejudices are ,difficult" to change.

4. Psroblerns in classes with immigrant children. AsJar as the, teachers
know, relatively few conflicts take place in classes-with immigrant children.
According to the teachers, it appears as if the contact's between Swedish
children and children from other countries normally had positive effects.
Several teachers could nevertheless give concrete examples of mobbing,
Prejudices seem to be considerably stronger against the groups that the,
children had.not come into contact with. . .. .

5. School level. -The majority ofthe teachers were of the opinion that
the teaching for,world citizen responsibility shOuld start very early, i.e. in
the 'first grade s, ill - 1

k 6. A_ tcess to instructional material. -the supply of material was
considerd inadequate at mast schbols. Economic considerations'play ap
important role when material is being bought.... .

7. Teacher training. The teachers stress.-that they lack adequate tiailiing
' in teaching about international questions. . )

.

1
'V
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..
7. DISCUSSION OF 'PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

,

A few recommendatiOns are given in the following text. These are based
partly uponvexp.eriences from and resulter of the proje'pt'S owrt investigatidns ,

'..) ..-...,

4.-
gjectives.and course plans

7 371. ., ,," r I `! '-"---C---- , V %; A'
eft

. .. t. 0 , . CrQ

the t 4'intearnationali,zation of e at, "international understanding", .
r, tr

"World 401.t'ereesCh8o1"-and "world citizen responsibility"' provide, according, . .....r\
to our way Of *inking, a sorriewilpt varying .expression for basically similar

. . , k 1 .-

Views ,c) the school's objectiVes.% Staking from theil curriculum fOr.swedish
..: ,

*1w -clrn.prehensive sthopls.we Would like to calLeattenticibt the following: .
'..-\,1

- fir sAy, the creation Of attiil.'udest.-rtodevelok equality Alia solidarity ,

and partly on iiterry studies.
.

a

. httituds on the international lievel, 1 a
. . . , * ,

-. scon dly , the provisiOnof,information - to inforin of 'objective facts, ..
,.,

. .
andwhich giVe as comprehensive and relevant ideas as pOssible, and'not

superficial], to avoid controVerVal issues,'
r.,,.thirdly, the establishing ,of an international per spective 'oh all school
.

activities -, avoiding ethnoc'entr' ic.antr one 7sided Vestern views:
into

, \These overall objectiVes need fob& broken ,down o more specific r
w

\

.behavioral descriptions, where one tries 6 define fnore exactly ?,:vliat .
. t . . . 1

attitudes, knowledge and skills the', atuddrits .shoiilcOia.ve at the end of,the,' ,

. , ..
comprehensive school. 'What sort of people-do we want the students to .

, .
-develop into? /

, .. ' :, s
.'A more clearly goar -oriented edylciftionpy Avithin -this a,rea should facilitate

continuity betweenlifferent leyls so that the'students are preparedifarly,.
\,-, ;

for the education of the higzier 'grzgleo.,
. , .

:: A
,

:

An explanation as to why'edudatiop: fias ilot been_internaOttialize4 too a)*
larger extent, in 'spite of the present tl.acher and student iniefeat iri,this

..i

sort of education, can be that the teaching course 7 fbhae plans ollOwedy the,.
ta producer'a of school books, iiiThe teacher's education as viell as-by teacher s :- 1.-

% it... 4
1 4

involv d in 'practic;1. school work and especially at the lowd.b;co'urse_lev.,e4s iA, . .. j 4.- pro e very few concrete instructions concerning ju8t how,to carry but ,
. .. ,' V,international education according to *the etall, objectives.. ,

. It is conceivable. that an iitterrfa tiontlization Of the course plans for (the'
.

.

comprehensive school would hurry, the changes in texthooks, teachee
, - 4

.

training, etc. which are needed for the development of, a more "world-
. ;
7),,

,0

centered schoollin Sweden. A program of action whip brings clown the
gener al goal formplations in e curriculum. to a milconerete-levef would :

immediate° ' ' /
be of great .'impor,tance. t,'"?. .-
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Age levels
Training on international issues should-be started at a pre-school age (nursery
(schoOls, day schools, libraries, TV) in order totry-to prevenit the development
.61 ei.hnocentric and negative .attitudes. It is reasonable that such attitudes are
more stable and more difficult tc7change at older ages.Another'feason fOr
beginning an international education at an early age is that pre -school students
as Well as students` of the primary and intermediate levels are often easier to
motiva,t4 than are students inethehigher grades.

, ..
An internationalized pre---school, primary 'and intermediate education

can possibly prepare these studdnts by providing them with the necessary
. . r

prerequisites an.di'by developtng basic attitudes of tolerance and equality so
P 4.that in the highei grades tli-estudents are motivated to acquire more differ-

6
V ' ,

entiatedoind extensive facts of knowledge. In addition, the students might be
\ ipr pared ior a -greater readiness critically to examine information on various

,..

complicated and controversial international problems.
A`---,. . ,

Sdhool subjects
International materials should be included irrall school subjeCts to a much
greater extent than at present. This pertains to such 'Subjects as foreign
lariguage.s, pnathernati.c_s., Swedish and biology, for example..Also such subjects
as music, drawing, han.dicrafts, physicail,educatiOn and domestical education
hold posiibilities of providing for an international education, allowing the
.students to be infoemed about and to under stand different cultures. Al'great
number of sugg6stions as to:how such an education should be planned is found
,

in various method books in Englisb(cf thristoifersson et al.., 1972, pp. ,I40-
141). ,

r.
.One prominent issue is that. of the developing'countries. leis extremely,

teachthe students about the intnrdeperidenc between the rich,
industrialized countries and-the poor countries Which produce raw material a.
Different types of conflicts and alternative methods for;solving conflicts should
be .included.in this edits:Ilion., and again various school subjects might take up
these, problems ironli different points of view: a ..

Methods and materials
Textbooks often determine the contents of the teaching. International aspects
should be iriclud4 to a much greater iextent than.now in future textbooks and
should also in.' tegrated into the remaining material as much as possible..

IAt present, non-European materials e+ar seldom used ih foreign language ,
textbooks, for example. `-: ...) .

. ,.
., i. _It is very important to en.sure that the textbooks d10 not include prejudiced
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information and 'that they do not indireCtly teach that the Western perspectives
Of the world arc the only possible one. 'Neither should the textbooksgive the

o .4idea that our culture is -superior to all others. The internAtionalization
'ea9catiQn could be facilitated by using high-quality TV programs fb'r children
and teenagers. Th(S.programs.would be aimed at a better understanding of

rpeople in otiker countries? or even minority groups in the students' own
,country, as well as providing information onworld-wide problems'arlid the
possibilities of solving such p#oblers. Television has unique possibilities
of providing children with doctimentary and,intete king information on living
conditions in other countries. 'Programs with an international orie'ntation
using.dramatizaltion, films, music and partitipation of children and adults
from other coufitries can 'be produced for preschool children as well as for

"-older children and teenagers.
Since economical .restrictions are often decisive fOr the teachers'

chances of renting or purchasing films for internationalized teaching, the
lack of such teachingMaterials in the schools should to some extent be
relieved thro,ugh a central production of schooTTV Airograrns with international

o materia14. Such Programs' could be tested befor4hand with rega d to the
influence they have on children's and teenagers' interests, knowledge and
attitudes." Programs which area':ble-toincrease one's tolerance for foreign
groups can, by'lusing'tV,_:reach a very large group of child-ren or teenagers.
An international ex-:.hange of such programs in translation would be of vue.

. . w
Students in Aspro-schools, fOr example, in various parts of the world-should

.be 'able to receive and reaEt to the same piogram which, in turn,, can possibly
help to. create afeeling of togetherne ss'and be used in order to develop contacts

\among the students in,thosc schools. 1(.

Our students reccive.lots of new inforylation viasmaps media every day.
It is therefOrg importaAt that the school helps them integrate the facts of

,

knowledge in 'b meaningful structures. In addition the students need to be
trained in critically evaluating new information as well as earlier acquired
opinions and attitudes. In this connection, it is essential to remove the
misunderstanding that ;'objective teaching" should mean giving theoretical,
non - controversial information.. On the contrary, it is natural to begin with
the students' own experiences and make a "case study" come alive which

erea,fter.is seen in its larger context bOth'Itn a national and international
vel.

If we really wan to develop -both tolerance and an iritetttational attitude.
of responsibility, it does not suffice to merely supply facts. 41tbio's investi-
gation (1972) shows in this project that not only knowledge does increase

0.0028
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with age, but also the negative ideas concerning foreign groups. The students'
emotional reactions and empathy should also be stimulated. .

Both fictional reading and role-playing can have positive effeciS in the
reduCtion of barriers between groups and in the creation of motirtion The
methodg'used ix presenting a cognitiyely oriented teaching on international*
issues can suitably be supplemented through the use of more socio-emotionally
oriented methods such as fictional reading, role-playing, and various other
group dynamic methods. 'As a: resv,lt of this the students.' understanding of
themselves and other s.can be imprbved which, in turn, may contribute in
making the students more open and tolerant and less prone to have prejudiced

-and ethnocentric attitudes'.
When these methods, which aim at developing the students' ability a

empathy, are properly adapted they can probably be used at all school levels."
Among the adVantatfQs we'snay note:
, ftio

-'T-he methods offer lhrge possibilities of variation. 1.

, - The material does not become out-of-date so quickly as do some otIr
types of matexialt

The methods can motivate the students and increase their interest in
I looking for new information.

- The methods can easily be adju'ted to suit the students' level of maturity...
Difficult international problems can be handled without creating toe much
anxiety or inadequate defense reactions.
- The methods provide the students with opportunities for identifttation,
and can thereby, give insights into interhurnan relations sand world problerni
,to the students in a way which they can grasp emotionally (as opposed to the- -

statistic`h.1 fact's which are often presented via technical literature and mask.
'media).

The effects can therefore be expected to become more profound and
endur'ing:

However, there are certain problems as far as fiction reading is
concerned. Every year' high quality children's books that are relevant for
'education for world citizen respon'sihility are published. Some years after

-

the publication of these books they are very often no longer available in
boOkshops, however. Therefore the publishing houses qpuld be adequately('
stimulated to print new editions of, high-quality children's books to a larger
extent than now.

Not only%should education give the students knowledge 'and help to
develop their empathy, but it should also iucessIgvely train and,rnotivate,
them to take an international responsibility (as individuals, in the classroll,om,
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1.

within the school or in cooperating with" schools from' other countries), F'dX
instance, the class may
for. a smaller project in
o

countries. In the higher

have godchildren, or it may sha/4 the responsibility
a developing 6'ountry with school classes from other
grades it is important that the students also become

aware of and fiake a critical attitude to alternative methods in solving interna
tional problems. In order to help the teachers provide_ such teaching, both
teacher instructions and special, workbooks for 'students ought to be written.

In addition, more indirect methods are naided to develop basic values'
and skills which in turn will enhance the students' social Maturity and
therefore facilitate international understanding and responsibility attitudes.,

, We feel that an internationalized education shout& result in\concre.te
actions in situations'where the international solidarity is tested, and that such
an education should not only be shown ()h.?, theoretical level,. .To enhance such

---
a development we think that the students'need experiences which encotragd:
- a ba4ic emotional security

communication and coopeiation on an equal level among'variouS categories
of young people .and adults

- critical thinking and resistance against biased influence .

- creativity instead of merely reproduction
willingness and readiness tochange.

A clear relationship has been found between people's interest in international
issues and their own views on their ability of influencing their own situation;
(Lindholime 1970). Therefore, a praetic'al training in democracy and co-
influence within the school would probably motivate the students to engage
themselves conStructively not only in tileir%ovhitproblems, but also,in inter-'4 r
national istsues.

Where poSsible the teacher should make use, of the students' town
experienCes,during internationalization. For instance;1 immigrant students
can become a valuable resource in school in creating irkerpst in and under 7
standing, of that which is different. Our1 study shows that a direct contact
with children fxprn other countries helps to ii-nproveattitudes towards

1,;foreign groups. Bjerstedt (1958, 1960) has also.shoWn that participation in
international children's pillages helps to reduce barrfer's between groups.
Since the readiness for contacts seems to increase'with age (Yebio, 1972),
one wonders if not als6 older children and teenager's should receive more
opportunities to participate in international camps of this sort where a

t"conscious contact program exists. Are multi-natiOn school chrnps an Utopia?

Basic teacher training and in-service training
The valdes and traditions that formed the foundation of the training our
teachers once received are Largely passed on to p.resent-day student teachers.
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They in their turn will be teaching for the next 30140 years, and in all prob-
ability some of the values and the conception of the world formed during their

'period of training will continue to be the basis Of their own teaching, even
though conditions in the world change rapidly. This is particulaily noticeable
on the international plane, which the teachers of yesterday did not need to
concern theinselves with to any great extent, but which will be of great
importance for the students now,whO will as adult world citizens be faced with
difficult decisions.

Despite the fact that most of the teachers in our studies clair-,1 to be
interested in teaching about international questions and that negatiVe attitudes
art not common, their own teaching on international issues is for various
reasons often limited. Reasons for this are partly to be found in a lack of
information about international problems and of the material and methods
that can be used in international education. Other causes can be fear of taking
up controversial issues in which it is difficult to decide what is objective;
uncertainty about the reactions of students, parents and colleagues; being
tied to the material and textbooks that are available; lack of concrete
directions for international education in the curriculum etc.

Here follow some suggestions for improVement:
1 - An increase in further education in this topic 'should be given to

those method's teachers and subject teachers who are responsible for the teacher
straining. ,

- The basic training for teachers should successively be internation-
alized so that the student teacher on one hand can acquire more special
knowledge and experiences 'for themselves dna on the other hand receive

A

training on how an internationanzed e.ducation should be carried out at
different levels.

3 - The further education for teachers in the;e issues should be
increased and i some areas made compulsory. (If teacher s' themselves
become involved in theSe issues, it would seem reasonable tha't they further
educate themselv s, updating and improving their knthvledge.) If possible,
the teacliers sho el also receive-an opportunity actively to participate in a

4 .
groupdynamics-oriented teaching on these issues. In this way they receive
a sample dfconcretemodels to utilize in their own classes.

Finally; one sho,uld not thctrinternational attitudes can very often be
seen as an aspect Of inter-human communication. Prejudices do not only .,
'appear against ,the national foreigner but, to a great degree, also against
various native group's (between career groups, sex groups, generation groups,
talent groups,' etc). Today's training of teachers seems tó deal too little with

I
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interhurnan communication - including the difficult, but central questions on
hoix to &evelep altitudes of equality,. A concentrated educational effort wit hin
thiS problem area seems urgently needed.. ,

8.4. SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH AND
`DEVELOPMENT'

a

We have here chosen to give some examples of further research and develop-
Ment tasks within an extensive and partly unexplored problem area.

l.'-

Development of measuring. instrIment s
There is a need for measuring instruments adjusted ,to yotinger children or ,

..,.
usable over several age levels ivespective of the reading and writing ability
of the students. In addition, one would wish to have Methods to assess the
"actual" action'tendency (i.e. methods to judge how ieliaBle and profound
the verbal expressions for international under standing are). Research about
to what extent various types of measurement influence the attitudes would
algo be desirable.

Inventorying research and development
The re sults from earlier research within../this problem area should be inven-
toried! systematized and related to maribus, practical programs for developing
international _understanding. Such an inventory would be a useful aid for a
curnultive and Continued development towards a better knowledge of the,
prerequisites for a succestful internationalization 01 the teaching.

Inventorying and evaluating study.material
\

A continuous follow-up and documentation of new teaching ,aids relevant to.
education for world citizen responsibility is needed. Every year a large
n umber of relevant.items are published, but it is difficult for teachers to
follow this developrryent,and make adequate selections without help,, especially.
perhaps in the area of fictional literature. Also non-..translated books and
films for children arid4yotung people_ from other counttie might be included

.'(When, suitable for .foreign language instruction, for example).

using assfar as possible objective methods. Various types of content analysis_
. , ''+c' .

should be useful in the evaluation process (Colliander & Klockare, 1971;

In addition, a dystematic,evalua.tion of these aids would be desirable,

Gullberg & Lind, 1969).
1`

Relationships between knowledr and attitudes
jj

In the studies of our projectebic, 1970, 1972; Almgren & Gustafston, 1973).
R

4$

thet.e have been no clear relationships- between know*ledge about anci'51ttiitudes
-Ai..

towards foreign groups. This problem area: seems worth further ppnetratioA.N

00032
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For example, it would seem of interest to examine to what .extent attitudes
,,and involvement may be influenced by various* ways of integrating the.knowl-.
edge details in meaningful structures.

Various methods for developing positive international attitudes and readiness
-,-,---- --,for action ' .

,-,-Studiesin immediate, long-term and cumulative affects of various methods
or combination of methods for influencing students' knowledgq, attitudes and
behavior at different age levels are important. Research on how to 'nfluenc'e
relevant behavioral tendencies (and not only verbalizations), is especially
needed. Per sonlity-eriented approaches seem of special interest in this
connection.

The tolerant teacher personality and hhe development of tolerance among
students
We found in the project that the teacher had great importance for the develop-
ment of students' ethnic attitudes (Almgren & Gustafssen, 1973). From earlier
research (cf. Alrport, 1954; Martin, 1964; etc.) it seems reasonable that a
teacher with a utoIerant'personality" would find. it Tier to develop among
the students tolerance and equality attitudes than a more authoritarian person:
Further research in, this area would be of interest, and it should then also --

include attempts to develop such methods of teacher training that would have
good chances of preparing the teachers better for their roles as social educators.

Research on teaching about developing countries'
Considering the currents risks of conflicts between developed and developing
countries, research directly aimed at improving and extending the teaching on
problems of developing countries seems urgently needed. This might include
mapping stu\dies on how this teaching is carried out at present; 'construction
and improving measuring instfurnents for studies of age development of

vq,
attitudes tow rds developing countries; studies,of factors infhiending this
development iriventorying and construction of teaching aids; and testing the
effects of s ch aids.

Trainin of conflict solution ,

Methods nd material need to be, developed for use in a successive training of
the stud- t ' of preventing and solving conflicts bekreen'individuals
and groups. The aim should be,to -replace non-thinking, conforming or aggres-,

, 4

sive behavior in conflicts with rational, independent and non-violent behavior;
, the ?tudents phould neither use nor accept immature conflict solutions. As a
background for the construction of concrete material-and-method systems,we

increased knowledge about age and sex differences in preferences for
11,
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/conflict , ..l solution techniques, about the importance of pefisonality characteristics
for typical ways of solving conflicts, and about various information sources. . ,.

influencing the students in these respects.r

Some 'examples cf methods that ay be further developed and tested
for use in training students to preve t anagSolve conflicts are:
'1.. Conflict situations on videotape where the students are requested to

. suggest solutions.
..... . . .

2. Role-playing where the students play different roles in a ,
conflict and

then are--directdd to reverse the roles.
C,

.....,Pi.S.G4S.itill '''''''''''''''''' solutions to.dokriked conflicts. .
.

n

44- Pictures of conflict situations, including texts of interacting persons'
dialogue. The students are requested to criticize the conflict solutions
presented and try: to suggest other so ons.

The ultimate aim should be concrete reco 4 mendations for the teaching.

Intensified and extended. experimentation in school settings
UNESCO has served as a, center of coordination of various "pilot projects"
on internationalized teaching. At
134

600 secoldary schools and about
take Part in 'Such Aspro prOjects

precent about 200 primary schools, about
130 teacher training institutes in.58 countries
(cf. above and Unesco, 1973).

A further development of these activitios:so that the experiences are
more systematically developed oh the basis of objective evaluations and so

athat these experiehLes are more widely utilized in teacher training would be
welcomed.

A final mote
Since refatiliely little research on the "internationalization of teaching" is
carried out at presont, whil the importance of thilpfoblem area is obviously
great, extended research efforts should be stirrOt4d. There seems to be a

.need net only for a cooperation between research workers and teachers in
this area, but also for an increased cOoperati6n between countries. An
"internationalization of internationalization research" should be encouraged.
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